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Abstract

In this pilot study, we developed a set of computer vision
based surface segmentation and statistical shape analysis
algorithms to study genetic influences on brain structure in
a database of brain MRI scans of normal twins. A set of
manually delineated 3D parametric surfaces, representing
the lateral ventricles, was deformed, using a Navier-Stokes
fluid image registration algorithm, onto all the images in
the database. The geometric transformations thus obtained
were used to propagate the segmentation labels to all the
other images. 3D radial distance maps were derived to encode anatomical shape differences. The proportion of shape
variance attributable to genetic factors, known as the heritability, was estimated from the shape models using a restricted maximum likelihood method to increase statistical
power. Segmentation errors associated with projecting labels onto new images were greatly reduced through multiatlas averaging. The resulting algorithms provide a convenient and sensitive tool to recover and analyze small intrapair image differences, and will make it easier to detect genetic influences on brain structure.
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Introduction

Accurate automated segmentation and labeling of 3D
brain images is an extremely challenging problem in computer vision, but is urgently needed for a vast range of
medical applications, including clinical trials and population studies of disease. Many population-based studies of
Alzheimer’s disease, multiple sclerosis, and schizophrenia [27] now use sequential imaging to examine brain
changes over time in hundreds or even thousands of subjects, making automated image analysis essential.
There is also great scientific and commercial interest
in identifying treatments, genes, environmental or demographic factors that influence brain integrity, as quantified
by computational measures of the shape and volume of
anatomical substructures. Even so, the discovery of factors
that influence brain structure has been held back by the lack
of algorithms to automatically identify and compare models of brain structures on a large scale. Automated brain
segmentation systems have been proposed, but they are not
yet in wide use for large-scale population studies, and many
structures are so complex and variable in shape that they are
still most commonly traced manually by human experts.
Although many algorithms have been proposed to partially automate brain structure extractions, they still require some user input and therefore some amount of expert knowledge. This can include selecting several points

by hand on the structure boundary to initialize a deformable
template close to the structure, prior to high-dimensional
fluid registration. Hogan et al. [20] used a fluid registration
model to deform a template hippocampal surface model into
new subjects’ scans, yielding a set of models that were analyzed for group differences in shape in Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) [1] and shape asymmetries [30]. Level-set or active
surface methods, which use partial differential equations to
evolve a deforming template under image-derived forces,
often require some interactive initialization for accurate label propagation [31].
Some groups have attempted fully automated subcortical
segmentation, such as [11] and [16], who used a Markov
Random Field model to encode statistical prior information on the expected intensities and adjacencies of structures. Zhou et al. [32] used fuzzy templates to automatically
segment different brain structures based on information extracted from a set of training images. Artificial neural networks were used by Ferrarini et al. [15] to study ventricular
shape variations in healthy elderly and AD subjects, generating a control average surface and a cloud of corresponding
nodes across a data set. Heckemann et al. [19] performed
label propagation using free-form deformations and decision fusion to provide automated anatomical segmentations
of the brain.
Computational anatomic studies of large brain MRI
databases have led to significant neuroscientific discoveries regarding brain changes throughout life and in disease.
Even so, the effects of genetics and environment on brain
structure are still largely unknown as their detection requires large image databases, automated shape or volumetric analysis, and computational methods to detect gene effects on structures extracted from populations of 3D images.
Here we combine several powerful computer vision approaches with genetic modeling techniques to detect subtle
and localized effects of genetic factors on brain structure.
First, we combine a Navier-Stokes 3D fluid image registration approach with a parametric surface modeling method
to create robust and accurate shape models of a complex
brain structure, the lateral ventricles. This structure is a
sensitive index of brain change and disease progression in
Alzheimer’s disease [29], HIV/AIDS [28], and schizophrenia [22].
We extracted parametric surface models from a database
of brain MRIs from identical and fraternal twins. Using
this set of shape models, we fitted a restricted maximum
likelihood model to isolate effects of genetic versus nongenetic factors on brain structure. We were able to isolate
genetic sources of variance from computationally derived
shape and geometric brain measures, because random genetic polymorphisms (variations across subjects) influence
brain shape and are inherited identically in identical twins,
while fraternal twins share on average only half of these

polymorphisms. To our knowledge, this is the first study
to apply genetic variance modeling to anatomical shapes
extracted from an MRI brain database with a robust computer vision system. The resulting system aims to identify
brain structural features that are most strongly influenced
by genes, and ultimately will be used to screen and test
for effects of specific candidate genes (polymorphic alleles) that are thought to influence brain morphology (such
as apolipoprotein E4, and brain-derived neurotrophic factor, BDNF, among others).
The lateral ventricles, Figure 1, are essentially fluidfilled cavities in the brain, and are enlarged in brain disorders such as Alzheimer’s, schizophrenia and bipolar illness.
Ventricular shape changes indirectly reflect atrophy in surrounding structures, but surface-based maps of the ventricles provide sensitive assessments of brain integrity, as well
as volumetric measures that correlate with cognitive deterioration in Alzheimer’s disease [7, 29], HIV/AIDS [28],
schizophrenia [22, 23, 25]. Ventricular size and shape are
altered as each of these diseases progresses [21], and offer a potential approach to evaluate disease progression in
large-scale drug trials. Those at heightened genetic risk
for schizophrenia (e.g., a patient.s unaffected twin or sibling) have enlarged ventricles compared to healthy controls [2, 25], as do those at genetic risk for Alzheimer’s
disease [8] compared to elderly controls. There is great interest in identifying the anatomical selectivity of these gene
effects and, once identified, the specific genes that cause
them [5, 6].
To better understand how genes influence brain morphology, it would be useful to identify specific structures under genetic influence and pinpoint locations within them
that contain genetically-influenced signals. These signals
can then serve as a proxy to assess the influence of specific genes. Shape variation in a population can be encoded
by using 3D shape representations, for instance Procrustes
analysis of set of 3D anatomical landmarks [3] or by using medial axis representations, which describe the boundary of a closed shape in terms of the distance and angle of
boundary points relative to a medial curve or surface threading through the center of the structure [24]. A recent twin
study [17, 25] examined the genetic effects of neurodegenerative disease on the lateral ventricles using two surfacebased shape measures, one derived from a medial representation and the other involving spherical harmonics. Spherical harmonics provide a complete orthonormal series (i.e.,
basis function) expansion for closed shapes that are homotopic to a sphere, and, if used with statistical dimension reduction techniques such as principal component analysis,
their coefficients can be used to distil principal modes of
variation or perform pattern classification. Their findings
suggest that shape statistics can uncover group differences
not detectable using simple volume measurements.

degrees of relatedness in various pairings as measured by
the intra-class correlation (ICC). To assess heritability, we
pool both MZ and DZ twin data and solve a restricted maximum likelihood (REML) expression using Fisher’s scoring
routine. This restricts the number of parameters being estimated, thereby increasing statistical power and the stability
of the model.
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2.1

Figure 1. Shape models of the lateral ventricles
in a brain MRI scan. Here a set of 3D parametric mesh surfaces is used to represent
the lateral ventricles, a fluid-filled structure
in the brain. Their complex surface geometry is affected not just in individuals with degenerative disease but also in those at genetic risk for disease. A coronal section from
the corresponding 3D MRI scan, and a model
of the brain surface (white mesh) are also
shown. The anterior horns of the ventricles
are shown in blue (top surface) and green
(bottom surface), and the posterior horns are
shown in red (top surface) and yellow (bottom surface).

In this paper, we extract a surface model of the ventricles based on the medial axis representation, and use it to
assess shape differences in a population of subjects. The
brain images are first rigidly and fluidly registered [10] to
an individual subject.s brain on which the ventricles have
been manually segmented. This manual label is propagated
to each of the brain images using the displacement fields
from the registration step. The procedure is repeated on a
set of three other reference brains, and the final resulting
radial distance to the medial axis is averaged. The details
of this procedure can be found in [8, 9]. The multi-atlas
averaging technique dramatically reduces random error introduced through automatic label propagation from a single
reference image. Furthermore, this approach eliminates the
problem of disconnected voxels that are commonly found in
other .bottom-up. segmentation methods that independently
classify each individual voxel as belonging to the structure
or not, based on a feature set. Other multi-atlas approaches
are described in [13, 16, 19, 26].
We seek to establish a genetic continuum by examining

Methods
Subjects

3D anatomical brain imaging data was acquired from 10
MZ (6 males, 4 females) and 6 same-sex DZ (4 males, 2
female) twin pairs as part of a 5-year research study of 700
pairs of twins. Informed consent was obtained from all participants and the study was approved by the institutional review board. The subjects ranged in age from 22-25 years
and all were healthy. Zygosity was established objectively
by typing nine independent DNA microsatellite polymorphisms (PIC > 0.7) by using standard polymerase chain reaction (PCR) methods and genotyping. These results were
crossed checked with blood group (ABO, MNS, and Rh),
and phenotypic data (hair, skin and eye color), giving an
overall probability of correct zygosity assignment of greater
than 99.99%.

2.2

MRI image
processing

acquisition

and

pre-

3D T1-weighted images were acquired from all subjects
on a 4 Tesla Bruker Medspec whole body scanner, located
at the CMR and Wesley Hospital MRI Research Facility
in Australia. Subjects were scanned using a customized
MP-RAGE 3D T1-weighted sequence to resolve anatomy
at high resolution (0.9 mm isotropic resolution); TR=2500
ms; TE=3.83 ms; T1=1500 ms; pulse angle=15; coronal
orientation; FOV 230 × 230 × 230 mm3 ; the acquisition
matrix was 256 × 256 × 256. All the images were spatially
normalized to the International Consortium for Brain Mapping (ICBM-53) average brain imaging template [12] using
9 parameter registration (i.e., 3 rotations, 3 translations, 3
scalings).

2.3

Automated segmentation using multiatlas fluid image alignment

For this study, we evaluated the left lateral ventricles by
tracing consecutive coronal slices of the anterior and posterior horns. Data from the inferior horns were not used because it is difficult to identify consistently in young healthy
subjects. For further anatomical specificity, we divided
these two horns into 2 sections, top and bottom. The fluid

registration approach we follow, which was first described
in [10], treats the deforming image as a compressible viscous fluid whose motion is governed by linearized version
of the Navier-Stokes partial differential equation (PDE). A
3D convolution filter, implementing the Green’s function
of the differential operator governing the flow [4, 18], was
used to speed up the algorithm. In this case, a matching
function based on least squares difference between the image intensities was sufficient for good registration, rather
than a mutual information or entropy-based similarity measure, due to the high contrast between ventricular CSF and
brain tissues. The 3D deformation fields from the registration were applied to the manually segmented image, and
the contours were applied to the unlabeled images and trilinearly interpolated. We randomly picked 3 initial templates (i.e., expertly hand-labeled images) to perform the
averaging procedure.

2.4

Genetic analysis

sample, the computed ICC values may be negative. Increasing the sample size typically gives positive ICC values. This can be explained by the fact that the M Sbetween
and the M Swithin are estimates of the population variance
σ 2 , but the M Sbetween is calculated from sample means and
the M Swithin is calculated from sample variances. Adding
more twin pairs to the study will not affect the within-pair
variance, but it will affect the distribution of the means if
there are differences between twin pairs. The net affect is
for the estimated ICC to become positive as additional twin
pairs are included.
For this study, we use the restricted maximum likelihood
(REML) method, which gives an unbiased ICC estimate.
The non-negative REML formula is given by


n
M Sbetween − M Swithin


1
(2)
r = max 0, n −

n
M Sbetween + M Swithin
n−1
where n is the number of twin pairs.

A phenotype is a specific biological trait such as eye
color, that can be measured in a population; such a trait is
typically influenced by genes and the environment. Heritability is the proportion of phenotypic variance attributable
to genetic variance. It ranges in value from 0.0 (where genes
do not contribute at all to individual phenotypic differences)
to 1.0 (individual differences are entirely attributable to genetic differences). Heritability also depends on the range
of typical environments in the population studied. If the
environment of the population is fairly uniform, as in the
case of twins reared together, heritability can be estimated
from phenotypic measures in identical and fraternal twins,
as each type of twin differs in genetic similarity. The twin
design provides a mechanism to study the relative contribution of genes to phenotypic variability. MZ twins are genetically identical, while DZ twins share, on average, 50% of
their genes. By extending comparisons to pairs with varying degrees of kinship, we design a genetic continuum from
which to assess heritability of brain substructure shape.
2.4.1

Intraclass correlation calculation

The standard approach to measure the degree of relationship
for twin or other unordered data pairs is to use the intraclass
correlation (ICC). The ANOVA (analysis of variance) formulation
r=

M Sbetween − M Swithin
M Sbetween + M Swithin

(1)

treats each pair as a random effect and the data from the
members of each pair are viewed as measurement errors;
this model is widely used in twin study calculations. Due to
the variability inherent in estimates derived from a small

2.4.2

Heritability calculation

The simplest expression for heritability is
h2 =

r
,
G

(3)

where G is the degree of genetic similarity (assumed to be
0.5 for DZ and 1.0 for MZ twins) and r is the ICC. From
this, we can obtain independent estimates of heritability
from either group of twins. Heritability may also be estimated by combining information from both sets of twins
using Falconer’s formulation [14]
h2 = 2(rM Z − rDZ ).

(4)

Since the number of pairs is small, we specify a more
restrictive likelihood model with a smaller number of parameters. We do this by pooling the MZ and DZ data.
We assume that both groups are distributed with the same
mean, µ, and variance, σ 2 , and that they differ only
2
2
by their covariances, ωM
Z and ωDZ . The negative log2
2
2
likelihood L(µ, σ , ωM Z , ωDZ ) must be minimized over
2
2
σ 2 > ωM
Z > ωDZ using an iterative algorithm. This ensures that the heritability estimates are non-negative. We
compute initial values from method of moments estimates
and use Fisher’s scoring algorithm given by:
Θi+1 = Θi + I(Θ)−1 V (Θ)

(5)

where i is the iteration step size, I is the Fisher information
and V (Θ) is the score function. This is an alternative to the
Newton-Raphson method where the Hessian is replaced by
the expected value of the Hessian.

3

Results
MZ

For this study, we evaluated the left lateral ventricle tracing consecutive coronal slices of the anterior and posterior
horn. To further increase resolution, we divided these two
horns into 2 sections, top and bottom. The number of left
ventricular locations sampled (15000 × 4 = 60, 000 points)
provides an intraclass correlation (ICC) statistic and heritability coefficient for each surface grid point; these have
been displayed in the form of a maps (Figures 2 and 3).
For summary purposes, these were tabulated as a mean and
standard deviation for all the sampled grid points (Tables 1
and 2).

DZ

Figure 3. ICC maps after 3 atlas averaging.
The ICC values (MZ-top, DZ-bottom) increase
when the number of atlases are increased
suggesting that a source of the error has
been reduced.

MZ

DZ

Figure 2. ICC maps show that genetically similar MZ twins(top) have greater intra-pair similarity than do DZ(bottom) twins. The increase in ICC is indicated by the presence of
red in the top diagram (r > 0.5.)

Table 1. ICC, 1 atlas

Top Anter.
Bot Anter.
Top Post.
Bot Post.

MZ(n=10)
Mean SD
0.35 0.20
0.38 0.21
0.42 0.22
0.46 0.23

DZ(n=6)
Mean SD
0.23 0.26
0.20 0.22
0.25 0.22
0.21 0.21

NR(n=10)
Mean SD
0.11 0.15
0.07 0.11
0.03 0.06
0.05 0.10

As shown in Table 1, the intraclass correlation coefficients were numerically greater in identical twins than
in randomly selected non-related pairs of subjects, for all
of the measures chosen. Although quantitative testing of
the differences in correlations for identical versus fraternal

Table
2.
ICC,
3
atlas
average:
ICCM Z > ICCDZ  ICCN R .
MZ(n=10)
DZ(n=6)
NR(n=10)
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Top Anter. 0.37 0.22 0.27 0.26 0.15 0.18
Bot Anter.
0.40 0.24 0.26 0.23 0.10 0.13
Top Post.
0.51 0.19 0.32 0.28 0.02 0.04
Bot Post.
0.58 0.20 0.30 0.26 0.05 0.10

twins would require a large sample to confirm, this pilot
sample shows that ICCs are numerically greater for twins
with greater genetic affinity. As in prior studies of heritable
traits, there is evidence for a genetic continuum in which
similarity is greatest for MZ twins, somewhat less for DZ
twins, and zero for randomly selected unrelated subjects.
The effects of multi-atlas segmentation and labeling of
the images is also evident from Table 2. In Chou et al. [8, 9],
the Hausdorff error of ventricular labelings, estimated by
comparing binary maps of manual versus automated segmentations, decreased as the number of propagated templates increased. When 3 ventricular templates are propagated into each brain scan and averaged, the net effect, relative to using a single template, is to reduce a source of
methodological error, namely the error associated with labeling of the ventricles. Because this source of labeling error is diminished, Table 2 shows that in general all the ICC
coefficients increase for every measure chosen, and for each
type of twin. This is reasonable, as the sources of labeling

error include hand digitization errors in the templates, as
well as minor errors in boundary correspondence due to imperfect fluid image registration. Because the magnitude of
these errors is not likely to be correlated between members
of a twin pair (or an unrelated pair), their removal results in
all the ICCs increasing. In some respects, the averaging of
parametric surface models from multiple high-dimensional
registrations could be generalized to a random effects model
of shape variance in a population, where the errors of measurement in a single subject are reduced by repeated measures and hierarchical modeling rather than direct averaging.

4

Discussion

In this study, we combined several novel computer vision
algorithms for automated brain image segmentation, fluid
image registration, surface parameterization, shape statistics and quantitative genetics to automatically assess how
genes influence brain structure in a medical image database.
We performed fluid segmentation of the lateral ventricles
using a 3D Navier-Stokes registration model in an MRI
database of twins, modeling surface shape variation using
surface-based statistics derived from a medial axis transform. The segmentation approach is novel as it uses multitemplate averaging and a hybrid surface- and volume-based
high-dimensional image registration to improve accuracy.
In initial studies, some other groups [17, 25] have proposed
approaches for modeling genetic influences on brain shape
and volume in twins. Here we use a stable and robust restricted maximum likelihood method to compute genetic
effects on brain structure, as well as proportions of variance attributable to genes, including tests of reliability (via
the use of different anatomic templates for labeling) and
estimates of heritability computed in an expanding MRI
database. Even in this pilot study, which is intended to
provide a proof of concept for the approach, this benefit of
multi-atlas versus single-atlas image segmentation is substantial, with ICCs for identical twins rising from 0.4 to 0.5
in some cases with the addition of multiple segmentation
templates (or atlases; see Tables 1 and 2). This increased
genetic signal-to-noise ratio may be of substantial value if
these image-derived measures are to serve as a quantitative
endophenotype to search for the effects of individual candidate genes on brain structure, as the database is greatly
expanded.
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Figure 4. Top: 1 atlas; Bottom: 3 atlas registration. Boxplots comparing ICC values for
MZ, DZ and NR pairs for the Top Anterior,
Bottom Anterior, Top Posterior and Bottom
Posterior locations of the lateral ventricle.
ICCM Z > ICCDZ  ICCN R . The null hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the means for any given pairing (MZ vs
NR; DZ vs NR; MZ vs DZ) was rejected.
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Figure 5. Top: MZ; Center: DZ; Bottom:
NR; Here we compare the ICCs for measures
derived from anatomical segmentations that
use a single deformable surface template,
versus the generally more accurate segmentations derived from averaging the results
of three deformable surface segmentations.
The higher ICCs obtainable with more templates suggest that the anatomical labeling
error has been reduced and would otherwise
be a major source of methodological error,
depleting power to assess genetically influenced shape differences.

